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1. Vertical Reciprocating NOTES
     Conveyors (VRC)

A.  Mezzanines:  With the increased
     usage of vertical space in buildings
     today, vertical conveyors are an
     excellent choice for moving materials
     from first floor to the mezzanine level.
     VRC’s may be installed either along
     the edge of a mezzanine or through
     a hole cut in the mezzanine depending
     on the user’s preference and the
     handling requirements.
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B.  Multi-floor Buildings:  With the increased NOTES
     costs of land and building construction,
     older buildings are being utilized by new
     companies for their start-up and expansion.
     The use of a VRC can streamline a
     manufacturing or warehousing operation
     in this type of facility and make  it an
     inexpensive, productive  facility. The
     addition of a VRC can relieve the burden
     of moving materials and cargo on an
     existing elevator for the purpose it was
     intended, moving people. The VRC can
     also be strategically located within the
     building to provide vertical transportation
     within close proximity of the production or
     storage area.

B.  Automated Systems:  The platform
     of a VRC can be equipped (by others)
     with a  powered or gravity roller conveyor
     assembly and can interface with conveyor
     lines, single or multi-level rack systems.

2.  TYPES OF USE

A.  Manual loading and unloading of boxes,
      cartons and various other materials.

B.  Pallet loads using pallet hand trucks,
     motorized pallet trucks or fork lift trucks.
     Note:  Fork lift trucks cannot drive onto
     a VRC platform.

C. Four wheeled carts, hand trucks, wheeled
     bin trucks, wheeled trash trucks, etc.

D. Automated loading with the use of gravity
    or powered conveyors where multilevel
    continual flow is required and minimum
    floor usage is a requirement.
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3.  CANTILEVER PLATFORM, VERTICAL TRAVEL   NOTES

A.  VRC’s have the load carrying platform
      or carriage mounted out in front of the
      guide rails which support and guide the
      load while in its vertical travel.

B.  The advantage of this type of design is
      that it allows access to three sides of
      the platform for loading and unloading.

C.  The disadvantage to this type of design
       is the loading creates an overturning
       moment on the guide rail structure
       which has to be supported either by
       the mast design and/or the surrounding
       building structure.
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